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Address YUYAO PRESSURE METER FACTORY 
ErGao Villag 
YangMing Street 
YuYao City,ZheJiang

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
It is specializes in manufacturing Golden Anchor series of standard of dry pressure gauge, liquid filled pressure gauge, full stainless steel pressure
gauge, freon gauge, water testing gauge, gas testing gauge, safety gauge, vacuum gauge, vacuum and coumpound gauge, electro-contact pointer
gauge, smaller pressure gauge, two pointer gauge, normal bimetal thermometer, pressure thermometer(capillary ) and so on. 

pressure gauge(diameter):1",1.5",2",2.5",3",4",6",8",10" 
case material:steel case, plastic, stainless steel 
cover: steel, plastic, stainless steel 
windon: glass, polycarbonate, acrylic 
connection: bottom connection,bottom with back flange, 
center back connection,center back with front flange 
bourden tube: brass or stainless steel  
thread connection:1/8",1/4",3/8",1/2" NPT,BSP,BSPT or ZG or according to customer´s requirement. 
accuracy:2.5-1.6% 
Bimetal thermometer(diameter): 2",2.5",3",4",5",6",8" 
case material: stainless steel 
windon: glass 
connection: bottom connection or center back connection 
stem diameter: 6mm-12mm 
stem length: 2.5"-18" 
thread connection: 1/8",1/4",3/8",1/2" NPT,BSP,BSPT OR ZG or according to customer´s requirement. 
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